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Features & Specifications | Official Site.Q: Add
values into array I'm trying to add a few values to
an array in Haskell. I know there are other ways to
do this, but I would like to get my head around how
to do it through using recursion or folds. Example, I
have the list [3, 5, 1, 3, 5, 2, 4]. I want to add 3 to
each element and end up with this [5, 6, 1, 6, 7, 2,
7] A: Say you have your list in lis: -- returns a new
list with the sum of x and y added to the beginning
of the list. (++) :: Int -> Int -> [Int] -> [Int] x ++ y =
y : x ++ y foldr (+) 0 lis = 0 : foldr (+) 0 lis isList ::
[a] -> Bool isList [] = True isList _ = False
myFuncList :: [Int] -> [Int] myFuncList [] = []
myFuncList (x:xs) = (x+3):myFuncList xs With that
in place, you can find your result by folding together
the two functions: numbers +++ (myFuncList
numbers) A: You don't need an array for that. f ::
[Int] -> [Int] f _ = [] f x@(x:xs) = x
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